Researchers develop all-round grippers for
contact-free society
26 February 2021
expected to expand applications in contact-free
services such as household chores, cooking,
serving, packaging, and manufacturing.
The team led by Chanhun Park of the Department
of Robotics and Mechatronics under the Advanced
Manufacturing Systems Research Division
developed all-round grippers that facilitate contactfree services. Contact-free services require gripper
technology for robots to freely handle objects
regardless of object shape and material.
The all-round gripper was developed to hold
objects of various shapes, sizes, and stiffnesses.
The stiffness of the gripper surface in contact with
the object is soft and fluffy enough to be similar to
that of a tofu. This extremely low stiffness can
inherently prevent damage to the object. In
addition, only the area pressed by the object is
selectively deformed, so the contact surface of the
gripper can be deformed to perfectly match the
target object contour, and this can help to realize
firm grip.
"The soft structure technology allows the gripper
surface to perfectly match target objects in
extremely soft states using the honeycomb
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The Korea Institute of Machinery and Materials
(KIMM) successfully developed all-round gripper
technology, enabling robots to hold objects of
various shapes and stiffnesses. With the new
technology, a single gripper can be used to handle
different objects such as screwdrivers, bulbs, and
coffee pots, and even food with delicate surfaces
such as tofu, strawberries, and raw chicken. It is

After the grabbing action, the gripper surface
hardens, keeping the object stable in its grip. This
feature allows it to safely hold objects, including
those with fragile surfaces. The sense of stability
provided by the gripper is such that users will feel
as if it has been customized for the specific object.
The all-round gripper can hold a target object firmly
instead of leaving it hanging unstably, so the
gripper has the advantage of being able not only to
transfer objects but also to perform complex tasks
such as preparing a cocktail with a squeezed
lemon, making chicken soup, and cooking a squid
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dish, none of which were possible to implement with
existing grippers.
"Conventional grippers are applicable to only a few
objects, but our all-round grippers can be applied to
various objects of different shape and size,
because the gripper's surface shape and rigidity
can be transformed according to the target object.
We hope the developed all-round gripper plays a
key role in the advancement of contact-free
services, where there is much need for innovation
in gripper technology," said Chanhun Park, the
head of the Department of Robotics and
Mechatronics.
More information: Jaeyoung Lee et al, Shapeadaptive universal soft parallel gripper for delicate
grasping using a stiffness-variable composite
structure, IEEE Transactions on Industrial
Electronics (2020). DOI:
10.1109/TIE.2020.3044811
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